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ABSTRACT 
After a discussion of shadows in a more general setting, we prove for the immediate 
inclusion graph the union shadow bound theorem, on the finiteness of the bound for the 
shadow of the union of families of sets if a bound is given for the shadow of each family. 
Here each family may contain sets of specified cardinalities; for the case of a single 
cardinality, the same for each family, the theorem reduces to Ramsey's theorem. The 
proof of the union shadow bound theorem provides also a recursive inequality for 
the bound. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the following we study an analog to the concept of shadow of a 
continuum, in the sense of the unlighted region behind the obstruction 
(not the intersection of this region with a surface); cf., for instance, the 
role of this concept in the definition of a pair of ambiconvex sets in 
[2, p. 378]. The obstruction, instead of a continuum, will be a set of nodes 
of a graph. After defining several kinds of shadows of such a set and 
deriving their basic properties (Section 2) we restrict he graph so that 
the set of nodes becomes a family of sets (Section 3). 
The idea that, if each of several families has a short shadow, the shadow 
of their union cannot be too long, is made explicit in Sections 4-5, leading 
to the results of Section 7, which for families of equinumerous sets reduce 
to Ramsey's theorem (Section 6; [4, p. 39]). Some values of union shadow 
bounds are given, and suggestions are made for further extensions of the 
theory (Section 8). 
2. SHADOWS IN GRAPHS 
Let /"  be a directed graph (set of 2-ads of objects called nodes),/ '*  the 
set of the inverse 2-ads, and/ '+ a directed graph such that/~ C/ '+ C/" w/ '* .  
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(the sign C does not exclude equality; the term "2-ad" does not exclude 
the case (a, a); and the term "node" does not exclude objects, within 
a given universal set, belonging to no 2-ad of  F.) 
A/ ' -cha in  (a ..... b) means an n-ad (al ..... a~), n /> 2, a 1 : a, an : b, 
such that (an, ak+a) ~ P for k = 1 ..... n --  1. The range R of (al ..... an) is 
{as ..... an}. A chain meets a set B if R n B :/: { } (the empty set). 
I fa  F-chain (a ..... b) exists we write a < b or b > a; i fa  < b or a = b 
we write a ~< b or b >~ a. For  a node a the open postinterval >a or ~a 
means the set o f  all c, c > a, and the open preinterval <a, the closed 
postinterval >~a and the closed preinterval <<a are defined analogously. 
The set aa of  all c, (a, c) e F, is part of  >a, and the set - la of all c, (c, a) e F, 
is part of  <a. The intersection of  a postinterval and a preinterval is an 
interval. 
I f  A is a set of  nodes then n A < means n~A <a, and <A and six similar 
symbols are defined analogously. Thus c E <A and >e n A :/: { ) are 
equivalent. 
Given a node a (the "source of  light") and a set B C >a, 
< . B ~ means the set of  all e in >a such that ~a n <c C uB, 
B a means the set of all c in >a such that each/ ' -chain (a ..... e) meets B; 
B 2 means the set of all c in >a such that each/ '+-chain (a ..... c) whose 
range is C >an <e meets B; and 
B 1 means the set of  all c in B 4 such that each/ '+-chain (a ..... c) whose 
range is C B 4 meets B. 
Denoting by / "  --  B the graph obtained f rom/"  by deletion of  those 
2-ads whose second element is in B, we have Ba : r>a\r--> Ba. 
It is easy to see that B 4 : (~a n ~ B) 3. 
THEOREM l ;  We have 
(1) BC>an~BCB 4, 
.<<>~ (2) >an ~BC >an nnB,  
(3) BCB 1CB ~CB 3CB 4. 
PROOF: (1) and (2) are immediate. Further, if c e B 4 then >an <c C B ~ 
(likewise if c e > a <>1 < c > <>1 B 1 B 2. nnn B then >an C annB)  9 Hence C 
Clearly BCB 1 and B 2CB 3. Finally, B 3CB4: indeed, ce>a,  c6B 4 
implies the existence of  a F-chain (a, a', .... c) such that no / '-chain 
(a, a', .... b), b e B, exists; hence (a, a', .... c) does not meet B and c r B 3. 
<>/ <b >~b. I fB={b}C>a,  then>an ~B= >annn B= >an andB 3C 
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For  arbitrary B C >a we have B 3 C ~B. We call B a the large, B 2 the 
medium, and B 1 the smal l  shadow of B, seen from a. The medium and 
small shadow decrease (nonstr ict ly)  when if+ increases. For  i f+---- i f ,  
B 1 = B 2 = B ~. 
~< I f  B-----{} then B= B ~= B ~ =B 3=B 4= >aC~uB.  One verifies 
easily 
>a <~ >JR R 4 B 2 THEOREM 2. > a C~ uB,  n c  c~ . . . .  B z, and increase (non-strictly) 
with B. So does B a i f  B 4 remains unchanged. 
Hence B 4 CB44; but if c E B 44 then each /"-chain (a, a' ,  .... e) implies 
the existence of  a / ' -chain (a, a',..., d), de  B ~, and thus of  a /-'-chain 
(a, a',  .... b), b ~ B. Consequently e ~ B 4. 
Likewise B 3 C B33; but if c e B 83 then each / ' -chain (a ..... c) meets 
B 3, say in d, and the if-chain (a ..... d) C (a ..... e) meets B. Consequently 
c~B 3. 
There fol lows 
THEOREM 3. 
(1) B 4 = B 44 = B 43 = B 42 = B 41 = B z4 = B ~4 = B 14. 
(2) B 3 = B 33 = B a2 = B al = B 23 = B 1.3. 
(3) Al l  i terated shadows are part  o f  B 3. 
3. SHADOWS OF FAMIL IES  
In the sequel, i f  is the immediate inclusion graph, consisting of  all 2-ads 
(b, b w {fi}), where b and {fl} are disjoint subsets of  some universal set u, 
and a is the empty set { }. 
Here <b is the set 2 b of  subsets of b, and >~a is <u. Further  B is an 
~<>~ ~< arbitrary family of  non-empty subsets of  u, and n c~ B = u B, 
B4= >{}c3< WB.  
THEOREM 4. I f  c e B 3, c C B, fi e c, y e c, fl ~= y,  then there is a b e B 
with b C c, fl E b, y (~ b. 
PROOF: The ascending chain (if-chain)({ }, {fl},..., c\{y}, c) meets B. 
For  c eB  a, c~B,  let v be the number of  sets b eB ,  b Cc.  Writ ing 
_n for an n-set (set of n elements) and (~) for the set of  all _n C c, Theorem 4 
and its p roo f  imply 
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THEOREM 5. Always v >~ 2. I f  v = 2, then e is a 2_. I f  v = 3, then c 
is a 3, and the set of  all b ~ B, b C c, is either (~) or (~). 
We verify easily, for any positive integer n, 
THEOREM 6. I f  B consists o f  finitely many n_, then B 2 = B 3 is the set 
o f  all >/n-sets c such that (~) C B, and B t = B unless B = (2w~ in which \ q~ ] , 
caseB 1= B e . (Forn  = 1, B 1 ~ B 2 = B 3 = Ba.) 
Note also that, if B 2 or B 3 contains some n r B, then the same shadow 
contains (, '_-' 1). 
4. SHADOW BOUNDS 
Given a finite non-empty set J, the "index set," and, for each j e J, 
a positive integer qj and a non-empty set of  positive integers R j ,  the 
J-ad (mapping from J, sequence)( .... qj .... ), j e J, shall be denoted by 
Q, and(  .... Rj .... ) , jE J ,  byR .  
A union shadow number n --~ SQR, s = I, 2, 3, means a positive integer 
n such that if At ,  for each j  e J, is a family of  e Rj-sets and if no qj E Aj ~ 
then no _n e (UjA~.) ~. In other words, n e (wjAj)" implies qj e Ai ' for some j
and some qj. 
The shadow bound ~QR means the smallest positive integer (or, if there 
is none, ~)  such that every n ~ ~QR is a union shadow number. 
Evidently, a bijection j = q~(i) does not affect the set S of union shadow 
numbers. 
Taking into consideration empty families A~ we obtain 
THEOREM 7. I f  J decreases (is replaced by a subset) then S increases 
(non-strictly) and the shadow bound decreases (non-strictly). I f  j is omitted 
for Rj = {qj} then S and the shadow bound do not change. 
I f  all Rj = {q~-} then ~QR = I. 
From the definitions follows 
THEOREM 8. I f  some Rj decrease then S increases (non-strictly) and the 
shadow bound decreases (non-strictly). I f  Rj is replaced by RA{q~ } :7~ { } 
then S and the shadow bound do not change. 
Another immediate implication of  the definition of shadow bounds is 
THEOREM 9. For a partition J . . . .  + K -(- ... o f  J into one or more 
sets K, all non-empty, let QK = ( .... qj .... ), j E K, RK = ( .... R~ .... ), j E K. 
I f  all sQrR r <5 ~ then sQR ~ SQ'R', where Q '= ( .... SQlcRr .... ), 
R'  = ( .... u RK  . . . .  ) .  
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5. BOUNDS FOR S = 2 AND S ~-~ 3 
Theorem 6 implies 
THEOREM 10. I f  each Rj = {r~} has only one element hen S increases 
(nonstrictly) and 2QR decreases (non-strictly)when 1"+ increases. In particular, 
2QR <~ 3QR. 
Further we have 
THEOREM 11. I f  j is omitted for Rj. = {1} the shadow bound 2QR 
(or 3QR) decreases by at most qj -- I. Without changing 2QR, indices j
with R~ = {1} may be replaced by a single index i, letting qi = 1 + ~(qj -- 1), 
Ri = {1}. I f  R~ = {1}for all j then 
2QR = 1 + ~(qj -- 1). 
Note that for s = 2 and s = 3 the added condition q~-C_n in the 
definition of  a union shadow number does not affect S. Hence we obtain 
THEOREM 12. I f  S=2 or 3 and J={1} then for R xC{1 ..... ql}, 
sQR = q unless Ra ={qa}; while for ra = maxER1 > ql , sQ R= ~.  
Consequently we have, by Theorem 7, 
THEOREM 13. I f  S = 2 or 3 and i",. = max ~ Rj > qj for some j ~ J 
then sQR = or; i f  rj <~ qj./br a l l j~ J  then sQR >/max qj >~ r = max r~ 
unless Rj : {qj} for all j for which r~ = r. 
We see that in Theorem 9, if s = 2 or 3, if no Rj = {qj} and if each 
t t r~ ~< q~. then also each r K <~ qx. 
One verifies easily 
THEOREM 14. I f  some qj decrease (but stay >~ rj) then 3QR decreases 
(non-strictly). 
6. Tim RAMSEY NUMBERS 
I f  all Rj = {r} then, by Theorems 6 and 13, 2QR = 3QR and S = {~QR, 
2QR + 1,..}. We obtain the so-called Ramsey numbers, which we denote 
by Qr. The following results on these numbers are known and will be 
needed in the sequel. 
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THEOREM 15. (1) (r,q) r=q for  r < q. 
(2) Q.1 = 1 +X(q j -1 ) .  
Both facts are immediate; (1) is also implied by Theorems 7 and 12, (2) 
by Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 16. For 1 < r, r < ql , r < q2 we have 
(ql, q~) r </z  == 1 + (el, p2)(r - -  1), 
where 
Pl = (q~ - -  1, q2) r, P2 = (q t ,  q~ - -  1) r. 
PROOF: Let (~) = At  u A2. We may assume Al  n Az = { }. Choose 
IC/z. LetA 1- be the set of all r - -  1 such that r - -  1u1EA1;  then 
= ; - - i "  
Hence, e.g., 
Since 
either 
which suffices, or 
But the latter implies 
for otherwise some 
AI -D( rP - - ! I ) ,  pl C/z-- 1. 
q l - -1 ,  A1 D ( ~ )  q , - -  ICp l .  
however, this is impossible since if 
r~(~ --~) then 
while if 
r - -1E(~)  then 
r~AI~A~ ={},  
r - -  l~Ax- t~A~-={}.  
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THEOREM 17. I f  J . . . .  § K + ... & a partition o f  J into non- 
empty sets and i f  each QKr < ~,  where QK= ( .... qj .... ), j E  K, then 
Qr <~ ( .... Qxr,...) r. In particular, i f  r < q~ and q' = Q~\{j}r < ~ then 
Qr <~ (q', qj) r. 
PROOF: The first part is a special case of Theorem 9. The second 
statement follows by Theorem 12. 
THEOREM 18. l f  each q~ >/ r then, for  large n(>~Qr), u~A~D .,,(n t implies 
A~D(~) forsomej~Jandsomeq~.  
PROOF: By Theorem 7, we may assume each qj > r. By Theorem 17, 
this present heorem (on the finiteness of the Ramsey numbers) holds in 
general if it holds for J = (1, 2). But in the latter case the contention 
follows from Theorems 15 and 16. 
7. RECURSIVE EVALUATION. FINITENESS 
For general Q and R, let rj = max eR~ < qj (in view of Theorems 7, 
8 and 13) and r = max r~. Further, let R j -=  R j \{r ) (= Rj if 
r r Rj) and R-  = ( .... R~-,...), j ~ J (for Rj-  = { ) omit j). Finally, let 
s-  = max(~QR -, r), where omission o f j  in R -  entails its omission in Q, 
and s- = r if all j are omitted. Then we prove the following recursion 
inequalities. 
THEOREM 19. If J . . . .  4- K + "" is a partition o f  J into one or more 
sets K, all non-empty, and if  s = 2 or 3 and q~ > rj( j  ~ J)  then 
where 
and 
~QR ~ Q'r, 
Q' = (s-, .... Qxr,...) 
Qx = ( .... qj .... ), j ~ K, r ~ R i (for Qg = { } omit K). 
PROOF: By Theorem 18, Qzcr is finite, as well as Q'r provided s-  is 
finite; but the latter is the case for a given r if the inequality to be proved 
holds for every smaller value of  r (an empty restriction if r = 1). Now, 
for n >~ Q'r, n ~ (u~Aj) s, let B be the set of  all _r C _n that belong to no A t , 
and BK the set of all _r C n that belong to some A t , j ~ K. (For QK = { }, 
also BK = { }.) Because of n ~ Q' r, n ~ (B w UKBx) ~, either 
some 
for somo and some 
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If (1) then, since by the last remark of Section 3 
S-  
where Aj- means A~-without the r-sets, some q2e A~ s. If (2)then Aj D (~) 
for some j ~ K with r ~ R~ and some q~, and hence q~ ~ Aj s. 
For s = 3, the proof holds also if, for those K for which Qr ~= { }, 
Br is defined as the set of all r C n contained in some A~. , j  ~ K, together 
with some or all _r C _n contained in (uj,rA~.)~; B may then be any subset 
of the set of all _r C_n that belong to no Aj such that B u ~)rBr = (n). 
The proof continues as before, with a single modification: after " I f  (2) 
then," replace Aj by A/.  
Simple specializations of Theorem 19 are obtained by considering the 
two trivial partitions of J. Let Q~. = ( .... q~- .... ), r ~ R~-. Partitioning J = J 
we have, fo rs= 2or3 ,  q~ >r j ,  
THEOREM 20. ~QR <~ Q'r, Q' = (s-, Qsr). 
On the other hand, partit ioningJ = u {j} gives, because of (q~) r = q~ 
(Theorem 12), the presumably stronger esult: 
THEOREM 21. ~QR <~ Q'r, Q' = (s-, Q1)- 
Theorem 19 or the simpler evaluations in Theorems 20 and 21 imply 
THEOREM 22. I f  each rj < qj then 2QR < ~,  aQR < oo. 
8. OPEN PROBLEMS 
The following shadow bounds, other than Ramsey numbers and 
immediate implications of Theorems 7, 8, 1I, 12, 13, are known: 
3(q, 2)({1, 2}, {1}) = q q- 1, q ~ 2; 
3(3, 3)({1, 2}, {I, 2}) = 7; 
3(4, 3)({1, 2}, {1, 2}) = 3(4, 3)({1, 2, 3}, {1, 2}) = 11 
3(4, 3)({3}, {2}) = 4 (with M. Krieger); 
a(5, 3)({3}, {2})= 5 (with M. Krieger). 
(with C. LeDuc); 
The asymptotic behavior of shadow bounds is unknown. 
Results for 1QR, analogous to those given for 2QR and aQR, are lacking. 
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Union shadow numbers and shadow bounds may be defined for 
infinite cardinals, analogous to those in the equinumerous case, treated 
since 1933 (see the references in [1]). P. Erd6s, upon communication to 
him of  part of the present paper, raised a question in this direction, which 
was solved by B. Rothschild. 
The union shadow bound theory would seem to be extendable to the 
graph consisting of  all 2-ads (b, b ~ c), where b and c are disjoint subsets 
of  some universal set u, and c has at least 1 and at most n elements. 
For n = 1 and finite u, this graph can be considered as the nerve (i.e., 
immediate inclusion graph among facets) of  the simplex. On the other 
hand, the nerve of the hypercube (power of  a segment) H does not lead 
to a similar theory: if A1 and A2 are disjoint families of  sets {v} where v is 
a vertex of  H, such that each edge of H is of  the form {vl, v2}, vl ~ A1, 
v2 ~ A2, then A1 a = A1, A2 a ---- A2, (AI t J  A2) a = 2-\{ }, where u is the 
set of  all vertices. Thus qa = q2 ----= 2 while no union shadow number or 
finite shadow bound exists. 
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